The 2003 Players

★ Special Thanks to Motorola for sponsoring the course. ★

Arctic Dragon (#10)
Fernie Salinas
Morgan Brown
David Axel

Benji (#3)
Quinton “I’m so over this Robot” Courts
Jacob “Oww! The soldering iron is burning my back” Lopez
Esme “Come on guys let’s get to work” Martinez

Capn’ Ahab (#24)
Andrea Trevino
Scott Novich
Jared Flatow

Evading Arrest! (#8)
Brian Solomon
Amanda Geck
Khadir Abdullah

Fährfrümwinnen (#21)
Eric Feiveson
Anish Patel
David Blackstock

Funkbot Fantastico (#20)
Terry Kennair
Blake Taylor
Bobby Van Borssum

GARDENER (#11)
Jason Ou
Daniel Wang
Whoojong

Hal 1900 (#6)
Betsy Richards
Nate Shaw
Derek Van Orden

Impending Doom (#18)
Grant Garlinghouse
William Howison
Harding Brumby

Lobster-Bot (#4)
Ann Lu
Jordan Mayo
Travis White

McOng (#2)
Rob McDonald
Liz McDonald
Justin Ong

PirateBot! (#9)
Jeff Huong
Marcus Rendon
Mu-Yuan (David) Chen

Polkadot Pansy (#17)
Daniel Huffaker Sr.
Dane Wilshire Powell IV
Sean Danger O’Brien

Robotulism (#5)
Drew Tedford
Richard Hall
Greg Mitchell

Scorpion (#19)
Veena Padmanabhan
Steven Cheng
Chase Jenkins

Shaft (#23)
Carr Taylor
Jonathan Martinez
Charles Clatanoff

Somebody Set Up Us the Lego (#13)
Mukil Natarajan
Daniel “Cream Puff” McDonald
Mark Pond

Street-Sweeper 3000 (#7)
Gina Upperman
Matt Miller
Chris Harris

Team Ramrod (#14)
David Carr
Sarah Orem
Paul Robichaux

The Consumer (#22)
Kristian Aguilar
Jessica Hawthorne
Sarah Ahmed

THE Rabbit (#1)
Clement Pang
Wendy Logan
Tracy Tsai

The Romantic (#15)
Aaron Keho
Greg Giem
Ning Chan

Instructor: James F. Young

Laboratory Assistants:

Wednesday:
Greg Dachs
Chris DeMunbrun
Clay McPheeters
Adria Karlsson

Thursday:
Scott DiPasquale
Genaro Picazo
Brenton Cheeseman
Adriana Ramirez

Video Production:
Stuart Sinclair

Contest AV Services
Thanks to Rice Classroom Technology Services & Will Price.
Brackets by Greg Dachs